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communities to build more affordable housing and end
discriminatory zoning practices.
Romney ordered HUD officials to reject applications for water,
sewer and highway projects from cities and states where local
policies fostered segregated housing.
He dubbed his initiative "Open Communities" and did not clear it
with the White House. As word spread that HUD was turning
down grants, Nixon's supporters in the South and in white
Northern suburbs took their complaints directly to the president.
Nixon intervened immediately.
"Stop this one," Nixon scrawled in a note on a memo written by
John Ehrlichman, his domestic policy chief.

In a 1972 "eyes only" memo to Ehrlichman and H.R. Haldeman,
another aide, Nixon explained his position. "I am convinced that
while legal segregation is totally wrong that forced integration of
housing or education is just as wrong," he wrote.
The president understood the consequences: "I realize that this position will lead us to a
situation in which blacks will continue to live for the most part in black neighborhoods
and where there will be predominately black schools and predominately white schools."
Romney, the former governor of Michigan and father of Republican presidential
candidate Mitt Romney, held his ground. Notations and memos in his private papers
show that he viewed the blighted black ghettos as a root cause of the inner-city riots of
the 1960s. "Equal opportunity for all Americans in education and housing is essential if
we are going to keep our nation from being torn apart," he wrote in talking points he
drew up for a meeting with the president.
Romney's stance made him a pariah within the administration. Nixon shut down the
program, refused to meet with his housing secretary and finally drove him from the
Cabinet.
Over the next four decades, a ProPublica investigation shows, a succession of presidents
— Democrat and Republican alike — followed Nixon's lead, declining to use the leverage
of HUD's billions to fight segregation.
Their reluctance to enforce a law passed by both houses of Congress and repeatedly
upheld by the courts reflects a larger political reality. Again and again, attempts to
create integrated neighborhoods have foundered in the face of vehement opposition
from homeowners.
"The lack of political courage around these issues is stunning," said Elizabeth Julian, a
former senior HUD official. "The failures of fair housing are not just by HUD but by the
country."
Nixon's vision for America largely came to pass and the costs have been steep. More
than 20 years of research has implicated residential segregation in virtually every aspect
of racial inequality, from higher unemployment rates for African Americans, to poorer
health care, to elevated infant mortality rates and, most of all, to inferior schools.
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HUD's largest program of grants to states, cities and towns has delivered $137 billion to
more than 1,200 communities since 1974. To receive the money, localities are supposed
to identify obstacles to fair housing, keep records of their efforts to overcome them, and
certify that they do not discriminate.
ProPublica could find only two occasions since Romney's tenure in which the
department withheld money from communities for violating the Fair Housing Act. In
several instances, records show, HUD has sent grants to communities even after they've
been found by courts to have promoted segregated housing or been sued by the U.S.
Department of Justice. New Orleans, for example, has continued to receive grants after
the Justice Department sued it for violating that Fair Housing Act by blocking a lowincome housing project in a wealthy historic neighborhood.
ProPublica submitted 41 questions to HUD about its failure to use its authority to
promote integrated housing. It issued a statement which did not address that issue but
said the agency has worked hard to enforce provisions of the law that bar discrimination
against individuals.
Scholars have traced the history of housing segregation in
several notable books and articles. ProPublica has obtained
new documents and interviewed key figures in the fourdecade battle over the Fair Housing Act.

Present and former officials in HUD's Office of Fair
Housing and Equal Opportunity said their attempts
to enforce the 1968 law were met with indifference
or opposition from the agency's senior officials.

Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. ducks after being hit
in the head by a rock during a housing
discrimination protest in Chicago on Aug. 5,
1966. (Bettmann/Corbis/AP Images)

The office has the smallest staff and budget of
HUD's four major programs. Several officials in
key positions said they had never been trained to
enforce the law's requirement to "affirmatively
further" fair housing. In most cases, HUD does not
even check the paperwork filed by cities and states
about their efforts to deal with segregation and
other issues that stymie integrated housing; it

simply writes checks.
"People say integration has failed," said Julian, an assistant secretary for fair housing
during the Clinton administration. "It hasn't failed because it's never been tried."
The Fair Housing Act was the most contentious of the civil rights-era legislation,
blocked for years by Northern and Southern senators alike. It took infernos in more
than 125 cities following King's assassination to force the bill's revival.
Former Vice President Walter Mondale, the floor manager of the legislation as a
freshman senator from Minnesota, said King's death provided a powerful but brief
urgency to eradicate the nation's ghettos.
Other laws and presidential orders have integrated the military, opened opportunities
for higher education and provided protections against workplace discrimination.
But despite the Fair Housing Act, levels of residential segregation have barely budged in
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many of the large metropolitan areas where most African Americans live.
Today, as in the 1960s, many argue that the separation of the races is a matter of
personal choice. But numerous surveys show that African Americans, more than any
other group, want to live in integrated neighborhoods.
Others say income disparities are behind the color-coded American metropolises, that
lower-income African Americans simply can't afford to live in wealthier white areas. Yet
black Americans earning $75,000 a year typically live in poorer neighborhoods than
white Americans earning $40,000 a year, according to an analysis of census data by
John Logan of Brown University.
Mondale, now 84, said the law "hasn't created this integrated vision that we were
talking about. One of the great moral failings of our country, despite the Great Society
and despite what we tried to do, is the deprival of justice for the people who have come
from behind. It's something I worked on all of my life and I am very disheartened by
it."
The Obama administration — prodded by private lawsuits — has done somewhat more
than its predecessors. It has taken the unprecedented step of withholding money from
Joliet, Ill., and Westchester, N.Y., for not meeting civil rights obligations.
But advocates say the administration has fallen far short of its promises to reform this
broken system. After nearly four years, federal housing officials have yet to issue
regulations that would precisely define what communities need to do to "affirmatively
further" fair housing.
Perhaps the starkest measure of the law's squandered potential is how little the torrent
of federal dollars released by its passage has done to integrate U.S. communities.
Over the last two decades, taxpayers have sent $400 million in HUD block grants to
Milwaukee, to no discernible effect. Milwaukee remains locked in a tie with Detroit for
the title of America's most segregated metropolitan area for African Americans.
New York City, home to the nation's largest black population, has reeled in $4 billion in
block grants since 1993. Yet in that time, demographers say, racial segregation has
eased by just 3 percent. Today, 80 percent of black New Yorkers would have to move to
create a city in which they were evenly integrated with whites.
Myron Orfield, a professor at the University of Minnesota Law School and one of the
nation's leading experts on segregation, said when the federal government abandoned
Romney's efforts it turned away from a critical opportunity to reshape American life.
"Segregation would have been cut by half and possibly eliminated," Orfield said. "The
country would have been very different."
Hopes of the Great Migration Quickly Fade
In the first decades of the 20th century, African
Americans began to resist the brutally oppressive
post-Civil War South the only way they could —
with their feet. Sneaking onto trains, they traded
the tobacco and cotton fields of steamy Southern
towns for the cold winters and cramped tenements
of the North.
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When the Great Migration began in 1910,
just 10 percent of black Americans lived
outside the South. Six decades later, nearly
half of the country's 22.5 million African
Americans called other states home. In all, 6
million African Americans left the South, a
flow of humanity that redrew the nation's
racial map.

Members of the American Nazi Party march with signs
across the street from Chicago's Greater Mount Hope
Baptist Church, the site of a meeting between Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr. and civil rights workers on Aug. 19, 1966.
(AP Photo)

The migrants sought jobs in booming Northern cities such as New York, Chicago,
Milwaukee, Cleveland, Detroit and Philadelphia. In the early years, they moved into
white neighborhoods, rarely living in places that were more than 30 percent black,
according to sociologists Douglas Massey of Princeton University and Nancy Denton of
the State University of New York at Albany.
It didn't last.
Cities and towns began adopting zoning codes that designated neighborhoods as allwhite and all-black. When the U.S. Supreme Court struck down those laws as
unconstitutional, real estate agents wrote "codes of ethics" that included bans on selling
homes to African Americans outside of black areas. In some cities, white residents
responded to the arrival of black families with riots, home bombings, and cross
burnings. They formed associations dedicated to blocking even a single black family
from moving in.
White communities also embraced racial covenants — legal language in deeds that
barred any subsequent purchaser from selling to African Americans.
Still, African Americans kept moving north. By 1930, the black population in Northern
cities had grown by 40 percent as another 1 million left the South.
Around this time the federal government began promoting the racial division of
Northern cities, primarily through New Deal loan programs.
The Home Owners' Loan Corporation, created in 1933, introduced the practice of
redlining, marking in red ink swaths of cities in which it would not lend. It rated white
neighborhoods as the least risky and black neighborhoods as the most. It would not lend
to a black person seeking to buy in a white neighborhood, or vice versa.
When the Federal Housing Administration opened its doors a year later, it adopted the
same practices. As a result, 98 percent of the loans the FHA insured between 1934 and
1962 went to white borrowers. The policies encouraged white flight as even
neighborhoods with small numbers of African Americans were rated as "hazardous."
White residents who didn't mind black neighbors found their home values decreasing as
the government refused to insure mortgages for new buyers.
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A 1938 manual for the FHA encouraged officials to avoid mixing "inharmonious racial
or nationality groups" and "the occupancy of properties except by the race for which
they are intended."
With the end of World War II, a grateful nation made available vast amounts of credit
to returning soldiers, who could borrow money through the GI Bill to buy their dream
homes in the suburbs.
But banks often refused to approve loans for black soldiers attempting to use the GI Bill
to buy homes. The Veterans Administration and the FHA officially supported racial
covenants banning African Americans in new suburban developments until 1950,
refusing to underwrite loans that would bring "incompatible" racial groups into newly
created white areas.
Federal housing and development programs worked alongside state and local
governments to bulldoze black and integrated neighborhoods for redevelopment and
relocate African Americans to designated city corridors.
In their place, the government built public housing towers, home to thousands and
thousands of people, nearly all of whom were black.
"As the new century wore on, areas of acceptable black residence became more and
more narrowly circumscribed. The era of the ghetto had begun," Massey and Denton
wrote in their book "American Apartheid."
As the boundaries of black neighborhoods expanded, white residents began to abandon
cities altogether. Once again, federal policies accelerated segregation.
The government built highways and mass transit systems that made it possible for
millions of white Americans to work in the inner city yet live in the suburbs.
It took just 60 years — not even a lifetime — to divide communities in nearly every
metropolitan area along racial lines. Northern cities had become the most segregated in
the country, analysis of census data shows.
LBJ Tries to Change Minds in the '60s
When the 1960s brought protests in the South against Jim
Crow laws, civil rights leaders found an unlikely ally in the
White House.

President Lyndon B. Johnson brushed aside the
Southern leaders of his own party, pushing through
landmark legislation that outlawed discrimination
in voting, employment, public accommodations
and public education.
One issue remained beyond the reach of Johnson's
legendary persuasive skills: housing.
A man hurls a shoe at Detroit police on July 23,
1967. Then-Michigan Gov. George Romney was
profoundly affected by the riots and worked for
housing integration during both his governorship
and while secretary of the Department of
Housing and Urban Development in the Nixon

The president had contemplated introducing fair
housing legislation as early as 1964, but his staff
advised against it.
Johnson persisted, arguing that residential
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segregation was the wellspring of all other racial
inequities. Just as Congress was passing some of
the most far-reaching civil rights laws since
Reconstruction, Northern ghettos erupted. In the three years before King's
assassination, African Americans took to the streets in more than 100 cities. The rioting
prompted Johnson to press harder for legislation to undo the nation's segregated
housing patterns.

administration. (AP Photo)

In 1966, he turned for help to Mondale, a 38-year-old senator from Minnesota not long
into his first term. A former majority leader, Johnson held personal relationships with
the Senate's most powerful figures. But housing was so toxic an issue, the president
couldn't find anyone else to lead the fight.
"I was young and I thought I could do anything," said Mondale, now grayer but still an
optimist. "I was a bit flattered that I'd get a bill that was so important."
With the help of co-sponsors Mondale and Edward Brooke of Massachusetts, then the
only African American in the Senate, Johnson proposed a bill to ban discrimination in
the sale or rental of housing. It went nowhere.
Mondale understood why his liberal colleagues were discomfited by the measure. If it
came to the floor, pressure from constituents would force them to vote against it,
making them look like hypocrites.
"A lot of civil rights was about making the South behave and taking the teeth from
George Wallace," Mondale said, referring to the famously racist governor of Alabama
who ran for president in 1964, 1968, 1972 and 1976. "This came right to the
neighborhoods across the country. This was civil rights getting personal."
Johnson, who had considered the 1966 housing bill his most devastating political
defeat, did not back down. In the summer of 1967, Mondale called a black veteran to
testify. Decorated for his service in Vietnam, Carlos Campbell had been appointed to a
job in the Pentagon. Standing rigid in a crisp white uniform, he told the Senate housing
and urban affairs subcommittee how he and his wife were unable to rent an apartment
in the white neighborhoods near his new post in Arlington, Va., even with the help of
the Defense Department's housing office.
"Up until the spring of 1965 I was largely convinced that our racial problems were
rapidly diminishing and that education, professional credibility, and financial integrity
were the necessary vehicles for obtaining full rights as a citizen," Campbell said. Once
off the military base, he said, he'd been forced to "re-examine my philosophy." The man
who had, in his own words, been entrusted with "safeguarding the nation's most delicate
secrets" told senators that he had been turned away from more than 36 apartments
because of his race.
"I remember old Dick Russell, that old segregationist, said, 'I am for segregation, but
how do we tell black Americans who have fought and died for us that they have to go
back in the box?'" Mondale said. "That was always the Achilles' heel, and this helped
bring that to the front."
Minds were slowly changing. But the bill died again.
Two developments revived it.
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Johnson had asked a blue-ribbon panel to study the riots and make recommendations
on how to prevent such violence in the future.
The Kerner Commission's searing conclusion — that the United States was "moving
toward two societies, one black, one white — separate and unequal" — is enshrined in
the history books.
What is less well-remembered was the basis for that finding. The commission blamed
housing segregation for the riots. "What white Americans have never fully understood
— but what the Negro can never forget — is that white society is deeply implicated in
the ghetto," the panel wrote. "White institutions created it, white institutions maintain
it, and white society condones it." The report called for a federal fair housing law.
Days later, on April 4, 1968, an assassin killed King
on the balcony of a Memphis motel. Black
communities again exploded in riots.

Washington, D.C., which had recently
become majority black, was among the
hardest hit. Mondale recalled flying over the
nation's capital in a helicopter thinking, "By
God, it looks like Vietnam."
"You could see the fires from the Capitol
and the whole place seemed to be in
flames," he said. "The city was locked down,
the Capitol was under guard, and nobody
knew what was going to happen. The nation
came close to pulling apart."

Sen. Walter Mondale, D-Minn., who would later go on to
become vice president, was tapped by President Lyndon B.
Johnson to help push through legislation to undo
segregated housing patterns in the U.S. (Charles
Tasnadi/AP Photo)

Many lawmakers shared Mondale's fear that the horrific conditions of the nation's
ghettos had set the stage for a cycle of deepening violence and confrontation.
Johnson used the shock following King's assassination to his advantage, urging
Congress to pass the long-delayed housing bill as a tribute to the slain leader.
The housing legislation, Mondale said, had been the most filibustered bill in history. But
when lawmakers took up the bill this time, "They didn't dare," Mondale recalled. "They
didn't dare hold it up."
Just six days after King died, Congress passed Title VIII of the 1968 Civil Rights Act,
commonly known as the Fair Housing Act. As the votes in the House were tallied —
250-171 — armed National Guardsmen ringed the Capitol to protect Congress from the
rioters in burning slums just a few blocks away.
Johnson signed the bill into law April 11. "We have passed many civil rights pieces of
legislation," he said. "But none is more important than this."
The law banned racial discrimination in the sale or rental of housing, block busting (in
which real estate agents move a black family into a white neighborhood and use it to
frighten white homeowners into selling, turning the neighborhood from white to black),
racial steering (in which real estate agents steer home seekers to racially distinct
neighborhoods), and intimidation and coercion.
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Then it went a step further. The law required federal officials to do everything possible
to "affirmatively further" fair housing. This odd turn of phrase, which was not further
defined, distinguished the housing law from almost all other civil rights legislation. It
didn't just ban discrimination. It charged the government to act to bring about
"integrated and balanced living patterns," according to Mondale's statements at the
time.
To accomplish this, the law directed HUD to create a civil rights office that would
enforce the new law. According to Brooke, the intent was to enable the government to
"withhold funds or defer action" to dismantle segregation.
By including this provision, lawmakers were acknowledging that previous statutes and
presidential orders addressing housing discrimination had been ignored. President
Kennedy had signed an executive order in 1962 banning discrimination in federally
subsidized housing. Nothing changed. The 1964 civil rights law banned racial
discrimination by any agency that received federal money. It, too, made no difference.
Mondale and the bill's floor managers made concessions to secure the law's passage that
weakened HUD's enforcement powers.
One key compromise limited HUD's ability to punish discriminatory landlords and real
estate agents. The original draft envisioned a mounting schedule of fines. The final
version gave HUD only the authority to seek voluntary settlements. If landlords refused,
the agency could do nothing but inform those complaining of discrimination to file
private lawsuits. Moreover, by capping damages for successful claims at $1,000, the act
made such lawsuits thoroughly impractical.
Mondale viewed the law as a first step, envisaging a succession of bills that would
address weaknesses in the Fair Housing Act.
From the start, HUD was whipsawed by conflicting mandates. Cobbled together from
agencies that just a few years earlier had openly pushed segregation, HUD was
supposed to transform itself into a force for civil rights. Not surprisingly, the agency's
predominant focus remained on creating housing as fast as possible.
"For 40 years we tried to get interest in enforcement," Mondale said. "There have been
many times that I have been disappointed with federal enforcement of this law."
Nixon's 'Serious Romney Problem'
Johnson never got an opportunity to administer the law. Battered by protests over the
Vietnam War, he declined to run for re-election. Hubert Humphrey, his vice president,
lost a closely contested election to Richard Nixon, a Republican whose winning coalition
was built around former Southern Democrats and white Northerners.
Nixon named an avowed opponent of housing
segregation as his first secretary of Housing and
Urban Development.

George Romney, who unsuccessfully ran
against Nixon early in the presidential
campaign, had championed housing
integration as governor in his home state of
Michigan.
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Clouds of smoke rise from burning buildings in northeast
Washington, D.C., on April 5, 1968, one day after Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr. was assassinated. Then-Sen.
Mondale recalled flying over the nation's capital in a
helicopter thinking it looked like Vietnam. (AP Photo)

The 1967 Detroit riots, which destroyed
2,000 buildings and took 43 lives,
profoundly affected Romney. On the night
National Guard and Army combat troops
backed by tanks finally quelled the violence,
Romney delivered a "Report to the People"

that was broadcast statewide.
"Some already are saying the answer is brute force such as would be used on mad
dogs," the governor said. "Others are questioning present social and economic programs
because they claim Negroes don't appreciate what has already been done."
"Some white people and public officials will advocate the return to state's rights as a
way to legalize segregation," he continued. "As citizens of Michigan, as Americans, we
must unhesitatingly reject all these divisive courses."
Instead, Romney enacted a statewide fair housing law. He called for an end to local
zoning that encouraged segregation and for the creation of low-cost housing throughout
metropolitan Detroit and the state.
"Force alone will not eliminate riots," Romney wrote in letters responding to angry
citizens. "We must eliminate the problems from which they stem."
Romney knew his ideas went against the grain of the Nixon administration, but his
papers, housed at the University of Michigan's Bentley Historical Library, show that he
viewed open housing as a moral obligation regardless of political cost.
So Romney and his staff crafted a secret agenda to use HUD's powers under the 1968
act. Romney staff members debated how much to let the White House, and the public,
know about their efforts.
In a memo to Romney dated Aug. 15, 1969, HUD Undersecretary Richard Van Dusen
said that federal housing subsidies, along with urban renewal policies and suburban
water and sewer grants, had increased segregation. Those same programs, or the
threatened loss of them, could be used to integrate suburbs that counted on the money
but also blocked the construction of affordable housing.
The memo anticipated opposition from Nixon, Congress, the Republican Party and
mayors.
"Judgments must be made as to what steps may be taken quietly and without formal
policy announcement," the memo said. "It seems probable that a frontal attack which
publicly seeks to redress the ghetto problem would arouse major political opposition."
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Soon after, Romney launched his Open Communities program. Separately, he ordered
his staff to draft legislation that allowed the government to override local zoning that
kept out federally subsidized housing.
"Romney recognized these places got a lot of stuff from the federal government," said
Orfield, the University of Minnesota law professor. "And Romney said if the federal
government is going to build you a new freeway and sewer systems — the government
was footing about 80 percent of the cost — you are not going to build communities at
the end of those freeway and sewer systems for only affluent white people."
Romney's campaign achieved some initial successes. HUD terminated grants to the
Boston, Baltimore and Toledo metro areas after they rejected low-income housing slated
for white neighborhoods, and won concessions.
The program could not be kept secret for long. On June 22, 1970, Nixon's most trusted
domestic adviser, John Ehrlichman, sent Romney a note.
"The White House is receiving the strongest sort of representations regarding the
proposed 'open communities' policy," he wrote. "This proposal has not had the usual
policy review...May I ask the present status...?"
Romney sent back a less-than-truthful reply. The department had not created a new
policy, he wrote. It was merely reviewing "a range of alternatives."
A month later, the new HUD chief decided to test the program in territory he knew well
— the 99 percent-white Detroit suburb of Warren. The once-sleepy town had undergone
a population boom as whites fled Detroit in the '60s. Its residents were openly hostile to
the idea of African Americans moving into their town. After local police failed to protect
an interracial couple who'd moved there, then-Gov. Romney dispatched the state police.
Romney told Warren that HUD would withhold federal dollars if
the city didn't agree to build affordable housing. Warren's mayor
pleaded for leniency. Romney stood firm, saying: "Black people
have just as much right to equal opportunities as we do."

Local officials in Warren complained in a letter to the
White House about HUD's "integrationist misfits." The
president responded immediately, denying the White
House had a plan to tie HUD dollars to integration. He
ordered Romney to release the money.
The confrontation over Warren marked a critical moment
in the history of the Fair Housing Act. For the first time
enforcement of the law collided with the political realities
of a president thinking about re-election.
In the weeks after the Warren case, Southern
congressmen angrily assailed Romney's plans to integrate
the suburbs, particularly in metropolitan Atlanta.
Sen. Strom Thurmond of South Carolina, segregationist
candidate for president in 1948, and other southern
leaders took their complaints directly to Nixon. "We in the
South are motivated by race," Georgia Congressman

U.S. troops stand guard on the steps of
the Senate wing of the Capitol Building
in Washington, D.C., on April 5, 1968.
Armed National Guardsmen were
again called in a few days later as
Congress passed Title VIII of the 1968
Civil Rights Act, commonly known as
the Fair Housing Act. (AP Photo)
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Fletcher Thompson told the president, according to notes from the session. The group
warned that Nixon appeared "anti-South" because of Romney's actions. Some
Southerners, they said, had derisively begun to refer to Nixon as "Mister Integrator."
Remarkably, Romney continued to press ahead with his Open Communities program.
By the fall of 1970, Nixon had lost patience with his HUD secretary. A memo from
Ehrlichman outlining options for Nixon's "Post-Southern strategy" for the 1972
campaign called HUD's effort to integrate the suburbs "a serious Romney problem
which we will apparently have as long as he is here."
"This is no approved program," Ehrlichman wrote. "But he keeps loudly talking about it
in spite of our efforts to shut him up."
Not long after, Nixon asked Romney to leave the Cabinet and become U.S. ambassador
to Mexico.
Romney turned down the job. In a Nov. 16, 1970, letter, he said he understood that the
president believed they were "on a collision course because of a difference in ideology
with respect to the racial aspects of HUD's programs." He asked for a meeting "to
discuss my views personally with you."
At the end of the letter, Romney again made his argument for integration. "It is
becoming increasingly clear that the lower, middle income and the poor, white, black
and brown family, cannot continue to be isolated in the deteriorating core cities without
broad scale revolution." He underlined the words.
Nixon froze Romney out, refusing to meet with the HUD secretary.
Weeks later, as the year came to a close, Romney, isolated and disgruntled, prepared
notes for his long-delayed conversation with the president.
"President only wants yes-man," he wrote before outlining the same concerns —
suburban integration and HUD funding — that had enraged Nixon. It appears the
meeting never took place.
With Romney unwilling to take the ambassadorship, Nixon decided that he, not HUD,
would set the nation's policy on fair housing. The president asked his staff to figure out
just how narrowly he could construe the Fair Housing Act. He began referring publicly
to Romney's approach as "forced integration."
Nixon's special counsel, Leonard Garment, tried to craft a strategy consistent with both
the courts' interpretations of the law and Nixon's political needs. White House aides
hoped that Garment would come up with a rationale for confining the fair housing law
to overt acts of discrimination. But when Garment studied the court cases, he
concluded this was not possible. Again and again, federal judges had interpreted the
"further fair housing phrase" to mean that the federal government had an active role to
play in desegregation.
Ehrlichman shopped for another opinion, turning to Tom Stoel, a lawyer who worked in
the president's executive office. Stoel argued that the government could restrict
enforcement of the law to "cases of individual discrimination" and need not get involved
in zoning issues or press communities to build affordable housing. This would "avoid
any hint of 'forced integration'" but, he warned, "may not fulfill the Government's
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obligation under the law."
Ignoring Stoel's caution, Nixon ordered HUD to stop all efforts to pressure cities and
states to foster integrated housing.
As the Nixon White House geared up for the 1972 re-election campaign, Romney gave
up. "Developments in recent months and days have convinced me that you are no
longer interested in my counsel and advice before making policy and operating
decisions directly affecting the activities of the Department I head," Romney wrote to
Nixon in August 1972. "Consequently, I have concluded more can be accomplished in
the future if the Department is headed by someone whose counsel and advice you want."
Though Romney's formal resignation letter in November 1972 made no reference to the
civil rights battle that had been his downfall, insiders may well have detected an ironic
turn of phrase in the words he chose.
"I want to thank you for the privilege of serving the
nation under your great leadership," Romney
wrote. "The experience has been a rewarding and
invaluable one that, among other things, has
deepened my understanding of our country's
political processes."

President Lyndon B. Johnson signs into law the Fair
Housing Act during a ceremony in the East Room of the
White House in Washington, D.C., on April 11, 1968. (AP
Photo)

With that, the federal government's only
large-scale effort to integrate the segregated
suburbs it helped create sputtered to a
close. The Fair Housing Act was just four
years old.
Block Grants: Another Missed
Opportunity

In the last years of the Nixon presidency, HUD officials drew up plans to consolidate
the agency's array of programs into a single block grant that would automatically flow
to communities. Previously, cities and states had to apply for money to pave a road or
build a sewer. Under what Nixon called "The New Federalism," local officials would
decide how to spend the federal aid they received.
This approach should have been a boon for enforcement of the Fair Housing Act. Block
grants gave HUD a single choke point to cut off money to recalcitrant communities.
But that's not what happened.
The bill drafted by the Nixon administration required localities accepting block grants to
comply with the Civil Rights Act of 1964, which banned racial discrimination by entities
receiving federal dollars. The draft made no mention of the 1968 fair housing act or its
mandate for the government to "affirmatively further" fair housing.
This angered HUD officials charged with enforcing the Fair Housing Act. Samuel
Simmons, HUD's assistant secretary for Fair Housing and Equal Opportunity, sent a
memo to HUD's general counsel noting that the omission "is poor policy and will
certainly be cited as evidence that the administration is not concerned with effective
civil rights enforcement."
After the Watergate scandal forced Nixon out of office in 1974, Congress passed the
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Housing and Community Development Act as conceived by Nixon's aides.
"The zeal with which Federal officials carried out policies of discrimination in the early
days of the Government's housing effort has not been matched by a similar enthusiasm
in carrying out their current legal mandate of equal housing opportunity," the U.S.
Commission on Civil Rights wrote in its assessment of the fifth anniversary of the Fair
Housing Act. "Residential segregation, which the Federal government helped to foster,
remains a fact of life in the Nation's metropolitan areas."
HUD did not withhold a block grant from a single community between 1974 and 1983.
That year Congress passed a law directing HUD to release money only to communities
that documented their compliance with the requirement to "affirmatively further fair
housing." It took five more years before that law became part of the regulations for
block grants.
HUD could provide no records on how many times the agency has withheld grants from
communities for violating the housing act since then. As best as can be determined from
interviews with longtime staff, HUD secretaries used their new powers twice from 1988
to the present.
Through the 1980s, federal judges lambasted HUD for maintaining segregated housing
and using its housing dollars to maintain segregation.
"It has been clear at least since the passage of Title VIII(1968) — if not from the date of
Executive Order 11063 (1962) and HUD's inception as a federal agency (1965) — that
HUD has had an affirmative duty to eradicate segregation," one particularly irate judge
ruled in a Texas case accusing the agency of financing segregated public housing. "HUD
has a duty to know how its money is spent, and in fact has known that it is supporting
segregated housing in East Texas. Notwithstanding, it has continued to actively support
the system in perhaps the most effective possible way — by paying for it."
In 1988, on the 20th anniversary of the Fair Housing Act's passage, Congress gave HUD
the authority to impose tougher penalties on landlords caught discriminating. But on
the crucial issue of what Congress meant by the phrase "affirmatively further fair
housing," lawmakers made no changes.
The Wealthy County That Could
Just a few miles north of the White House, one of the nation's wealthiest and whitest
suburbs charted a different course.
Without prodding from HUD or federal officials, the council for Montgomery County,
Md., moved in the 1970s to enact a zoning ordinance that required developers to
include affordable units in each large development.
Montgomery County seemed an implausible place
for such a move. The 92 percent-white suburb
bordered on 65-percent black Washington, D.C.
and had desegregated its schools just a decade
before. But the civil rights struggles of the 1960s
brought a new generation into local government.
They were shocked when a study found that many
African Americans in the county lived in shacks
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that lacked running water or sewer connections.

"We saw the segregation," said Joyce Siegel,
county housing commissioner at the time.
"It was a fairness issue — that one part of
the county wasn't going to have more
affordable housing than another. We had to
be fair."

HUD Secretary George Romney and President Richard
Nixon during a Cabinet meeting on June 23, 1969. (Jack E.
Kightlinger/National Archives and Records
Administration)

The Suburban Maryland Fair Housing group, which had been fighting real estate
covenants, joined forces with the League of Women Voters. They championed an
ordinance that would ensure decent housing for African Americans and lower-income
people and bar the county from concentrating its affordable housing in desolate
pockets.
The proposed law said any development of more than 50 units (it has since been
lowered to 20) must set aside no less than 15 percent of the housing for lower-income
residents. Even more radical, the ordinance allowed the county to purchase up to a
third of the affordable units for use as public housing.
No community within the county's jurisdiction was excluded.
The measure met fervid resistance from many suburban communities within the
county. At one point, Siegel said, she needed a police escort. It took six years to pass the
law. One advocate brought a birthday cake before the council each year to mark its
failure.
When the council finally approved the legislation in 1973, the county executive vetoed it,
only to see his veto over-ridden. The ordinance became law in January 1974, a time
when other cities and towns were rushing to put up zoning barriers to keep out lowerincome housing. Montgomery County's law was the first such zoning ordinance in the
country, and it has spurred construction of more than 13,000 affordable housing units
tucked into some of the county's most exclusive zip codes.
From the standpoint of desegregation, Montgomery County has become a model of what
could have been.
Over three decades, its black population more than tripled to 18 percent. It remains one
of the nation's richest counties, yet segregation has fallen well below the national
average.
Committed to Change, Resigned to Concessions
Bill Clinton was 11 when President Eisenhower sent federal troops to protect black
students attempting to integrate Central High School in Little Rock, Ark. He came to
Washington in 1992 vowing to take a more assertive stance on civil rights.
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To transform HUD, he turned to Henry Cisneros, a former four-term mayor of San
Antonio committed to making full use of the powers provided under the 1968 Fair
Housing Act.
Cisneros had grown up in a working-class San Antonio neighborhood of bungalows and
tidy yards that he says resembled Norman Rockwell's paintings in every way but one:
All the faces were brown. He remembers riding through the city with his mother as she
pointed out water fountains and restrooms designated "colored" and "white."
In April 1992, Cisneros sat watching a Lakers game from his Texas home when images
of burning Los Angeles neighborhoods flashed across his screen. Black residents in
Watts rioted following a jury's acquittal of three white cops in the videotaped beating of
Rodney King, a black motorist. Cisneros immediately phoned L.A. Mayor Tom Bradley,
offering to help.
The next day, Cisneros flew past the billowing smoke that darkened Los Angeles' skies,
witnessing a scene similar to what Mondale glimpsed in 1968 as he flew over the
nation's capital. Cisneros went on television, pleading for peace between Latinos and
African Americans who were battling police and, sometimes, each other. Broom in
hand, he urged people to stop destroying their own neighborhoods and start cleaning
up. Fifty-three people died in the riots. Like Romney a quarter century earlier, Cisneros
was deeply affected.
"It was a very profound moment for me. Anger. Pain. Desperation," Cisneros recalled in
an interview. "It touched me that these emotions would be so raw in our country, that
despite all of the efforts to put out programs in housing and entrepreneurship and
health, that we weren't really making enough of a difference to prevent that level of
desperation."
Cisneros saw HUD's failure to fight segregation as a cause of the riots. He told the
senators at his confirmation hearing that if he became HUD secretary, the agency's
passivity would end.
Underscoring his commitment to demolishing HUD's existing culture, he named two
civil rights attorneys to lead the agency's fair housing efforts. Elizabeth Julian had spent
years suing the agency for fostering segregation. Roberta Achtenberg was a co-founder
of the National Lesbian Law Center and had served on San Francisco's Board of
Supervisors.
Cisneros met with Massey and Denton, two scholars whose account of the government's
role in residential segregation had just been published. His aides contacted others who
had documented the perils of ghetto life, including Alex Kotlowitz, whose 1992 book
"There Are No Children Here" exposed the plight of families in Chicago's segregated
housing projects.
The team knew it would face political headwinds
from both Capitol Hill and local government. But
they were taken aback by the fierce resistance from
the ranks of HUD's career officials.

"Until we got inside and started poking
around, nobody realized that HUD had
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A fire department crew sprays water on a burning minimall in south Los Angeles on April 30, 1992 after a night of
rioting. The riots took place after a jury acquitted police
officers in the beating of Rodney King, a black motorist.
(Mike Nelson/AFP/Getty Images)

either been asleep at the wheel for a number
of years, or in some cases some things were
known about and allowed to take place
because nobody had the courage to
intervene," Achtenberg said. "We had
problems in all our departments."

Much of HUD's staff and budget was
devoted to building new housing units.
Success was measured in the billions of dollars of grants and loan guarantees that
flowed to cities. The civil rights lawyers looked at projects through the lens of race and
the 1968 act. Their job was to say no.
"There was often conflict around whether we were enforcing the laws and regs as
strenuously as Fair Housing thought we should be," said Bob Berlan, who retired from
HUD in 2008 after 37 years in community development. "That was the case from the
day I entered HUD to the day I left."
Robbie Herndon, who retired from HUD in 2006 as regional fair housing director based
in Kansas, saw the issue from the other side of the table. Development officials in the
department, she said, "would tell recipients they didn't have to comply with fair housing
regulations — I know this because some of the recipients were bold enough to tell us."
Herndon joined the agency in the '70s to advance civil rights but left disillusioned. "It
was a battle throughout my whole career, and it saddened me that these communities
receive millions and have received millions and have not been held accountable for not
serving all their constituents," she said. "We used to call it the Title VI blues. It's like
you're swimming with sharks and many of the sharks were HUD people."
Some say that HUD had created its own caste system. The Fair Housing and Equal
Opportunity Office, HUD's civil rights arm, has traditionally been more heavily African
American than the other HUD offices. Currently, the office is 57 percent black and 27
percent white. By contrast, the Community Development division, which disburses
grants, is 51 percent white and 32 percent black.
In conversations with HUD officials, the fair housing office is frequently referred to as a
"stepchild." Achtenberg said this was evident even in the agency's pay structure, in
which staffers in the fair housing office earned less than comparably experienced
counterparts elsewhere in the agency.
Achtenberg said she tried to erase the disparity but was unsuccessful.
"HUD is considered the most disfavored of all agencies," she said. "And FHEO is the
most despised of all."
A list of HUD employees by pay grade shows the fair housing office has a smaller
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percentage of employees at the highest pay grade than the agency's three other large
programs. It is unclear from the data, which ProPublica obtained under the Freedom of
Information Act, why this would be.
"I think it's more they weren't respected," said Manuel Ochoa, a former HUD deputy
assistant secretary under President George W. Bush. "There was a lack of
professionalism" and other HUD programs "didn't feel they had a capable partner."
He paused, then added, "That sounds hurtful."
When Cisneros arrived, the agency was defending itself in court against a swarm of civil
rights lawsuits. HUD's standard response was to argue that law was a general statement
of principles which did not require the agency to take any specific steps to foster
integrated housing. Cisneros looked at the cases and concluded that the government
was wrong.
"We were complicit in discrimination, and I gave instructions to fix it," Cisneros said.
"That put us in the position of the department having to admit that what we had done
before was inadequate, it was wrong."
One long-running confrontation over fair housing centered on Vidor, a small Texas
town that had been ordered to desegregate its all-white public housing as part of a
class-action suit filed against HUD. Vidor, a historic center of Klu Klux Klan activity,
had defied the order for a decade.
Cisneros decided it was time for HUD to do its job. When his attempt to move in black
families crumbled under threats and harassment from local residents, Cisneros called in
the U.S Marshals, the FBI and police to escort four black adults and seven children into
the buildings.
When he took over Vidor's public housing authority, it marked the first time HUD had
ever taken control of a local housing agency for civil rights violations. Yet even in this
case, HUD didn't withhold funding to the city.
Cisneros did order sweeping changes to other HUD housing programs. He oversaw the
new Hope VI program, which knocked down housing projects and replaced them with
mixed-income developments. He provided vouchers that allowed poor African
Americans and Latinos to move to better communities. He cracked down on predatory
lending and moved to expand homeownership among racial minorities.
Clinton, whose press office said he would not agree
to be interviewed for this story, backed his HUD
secretary, emerging as the first president to openly
press for integrated housing since LBJ.

"Racial and ethnic segregation, both in the
private housing market and in public and
assisted housing, has been well
documented," Clinton wrote in a 1994
memo to agency heads announcing a new
executive order. "We can do better."
The president's executive order established
the Cabinet-level President's Fair Housing

Henry Cisneros, the former mayor of San Antonio, Texas,
acknowledges his family on Dec. 17, 1992, after being
appointed secretary of Housing and Urban Development
by President-elect Bill Clinton. In his confirmation hearing,
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Cisneros told senators that if he became HUD secretary,

Council. The council was to assess federal
the agency's passivity on integration would end. (Chris
programs with an eye toward promoting
Wilkins/AFP/Getty Images)
integrated housing. Clinton ordered it to
design a pilot program that would help inner-city families move to the suburbs.
Housing advocates applauded the initiatives. But officials overseeing HUD's
development and housing programs often opposed them.

Many in Community Planning and Development, which administers the block grant
program, viewed the agency's civil rights efforts as an irritating nuisance, current and
former HUD officials say.
"CPD did not see itself as having civil rights responsibilities — they saw themselves as
getting the money out and keeping the mayors happy," Julian said. "I liked those folks,
but I always felt like when I walked in a room I was a thorn in their sides because I was
asking them to do something that made their jobs more difficult."
The fair housing push also didn't sit well with congressional Republicans, who held a
dim view of the agency. When the GOP took control of the House in the 1994 midterm
elections, it slashed HUD's budget and threatened to do away with the agency
altogether.
Still, Cisneros, Achtenberg and Julian pushed forward. In 1996, they released the Fair
Housing Planning Guide. For the first time, HUD gave communities receiving block
grants some advice on how to comply with the fair housing law. It urged local
communities to prepare a report every three to five years detailing impediments to fair
housing and suggested that block grant recipients set measurable goals and study the
effect of local zoning laws.
The guide came with significant shortcomings. It set no requirements and provided no
specific examples of actions — such as locating all affordable housing in predominantly
black or Latino areas — that would lead to the withdrawal of HUD funds. It said that
unless someone raised a concern, HUD would assume its grantees weren't violating any
civil rights laws.
Even as the work inched forward, Cisneros was in trouble. An independent prosecutor
was examining whether he had lied about payments he made to a former mistress. With
his legal fees mounting, Cisneros stepped down. He ultimately pleaded guilty to a
misdemeanor count of lying to the FBI.
By 1997, Cisneros, Julian and Achtenberg had all resigned.
"It's hard to get anything done in a federal bureaucracy, but particularly anything fair
housing and anything dealing with race," Julian said. "I never felt so ineffective at
achieving things that I felt were important than when I was at HUD."
As Andrew Cuomo Steps Up, Mayors Stomp Down
To replace Cisneros, Clinton named Andrew Cuomo, the son of former New York Gov.
Mario Cuomo, who had founded a nonprofit to develop low-income housing called
Housing Enterprise for Less Privileged.
In 1998, Cuomo proposed a regulation that defined what it meant to "affirmatively
further fair housing."
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The rule made clear that HUD would deny funding if it found a community's efforts
"did not result in meaningful and measurable progress," or if HUD or the Justice
Department had charged the community with violating the Fair Housing Act.
Local leaders, used to receiving HUD's billions with no strings attached, raised a
hurricane of opposition, enlisting members of Congress and complaining vociferously to
agency officials.
Three decades earlier, the U.S. Conference of Mayors had pushed for such measures,
saying "for the Federal government to proceed otherwise would be to publicly sanction
and perpetuate patterns of residential segregation."
Things had changed.
In March 1999, the conference sent Cuomo a letter
saying the "proposed rule would have a devastating
impact on a city's ability to achieve housing,
economic development and fair housing goals."

"The threat of withholding critical HUD
funding should not be the standard for
affirmatively furthering fair housing," the
group wrote.
A woman exits a van before she enters a house in Vidor
Village in Vidor, Texas, a historic center of Klu Klux Klan
activity, on Jan. 13, 1994. HUD Secretary Henry Cisneros
called in the U.S. Marshals, the FBI and police to escort
four black adults and seven children into the buildings.
(Hillary F. Hoffman/AP Photo)

It had taken HUD a year and half of
internal wrangling to release the rule to the
public.
The cities and counties killed it in just a few
weeks.

In a letter to the mayors' group a few weeks
later, Howard Glaser, a senior aide to Cuomo, wrote, "HUD has not only heard but
listened to the issues you and the USCM leadership have raised."
Hobbled by the Monica Lewinsky scandal, the Clinton administration had little appetite
for a public fight over integration. The President's Fair Housing Council, as far as
anyone can recall, met only once. It took no action.
The election of George W. Bush once again pushed civil rights issues aside at HUD,
according to three high-ranking officials who served at the agency during his
administration. No one talked about what it would take to affirmatively further fair
housing. Segregated communities continued to receive billions in HUD dollars without
even pretending to take steps to address fair housing issues.
New Hope Under Obama, Same Dim Prospects
In 2007, a decade after leaving HUD, Cisneros joined another former HUD secretary,
George H.W. Bush appointee Jack Kemp, to lead a seven-member commission
assessing the enforcement of the 1968 Fair Housing Act.
On the 40th anniversary of the act's passage, the panel delivered a blistering
indictment.
"The current federal system for ensuring fair housing compliance by state and local
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recipients of housing assistance has failed," the report found. "HUD requires no
evidence that anything is actually being done as a condition of funding, and it does not
take adverse action if jurisdictions are directly involved in discriminatory actions or fail
to affirmatively further fair housing." The election of Barack Obama as president in
2008 raised hopes that HUD might finally assert its powers.
As his HUD secretary, Obama tapped an affordable housing advocate, Shaun Donovan,
who had done graduate work on federal housing vouchers and integration. Donovan
turned to John Trasvina, a civil rights lawyer and head of the Mexican American Legal
Defense Fund, to lead HUD's fair housing office.
Top HUD officials began publicly talking about segregation for the first time in years.
"The folks fighting segregation aren't social engineering. Segregation was created by
social engineering," Donovan said in speeches across the country. "Far more often than
not, segregation, isolation and poverty don't occur in spite of government. They happen
because of government — by government dollars and government decisions made with
government authority."
The issue of HUD's complicity in housing segregation hit the headlines just a few weeks
after Obama took the oath of office. Ruling on a lawsuit brought by a nonprofit, a
federal judge concluded that under HUD's watch Westchester, a wealthy county just
outside New York City, had "utterly failed" to live up to its fair housing obligations.
Westchester moved to settle the suit and HUD agreed to oversee the terms of the deal,
which required the county to attack exclusionary zoning and create housing affordable
to low and moderate income African Americans and Latinos in its whitest communities.
The department also settled a lawsuit brought during the Bush administration that had
accused HUD and the state of Louisiana of discriminating against African American
homeowners in the post-Katrina rebuilding program. It agreed to pay $62 million to
1,300 victims.
The administration made other inroads as well, nearly doubling the funding for private
fair housing enforcement agencies to $42.5 million. In November, HUD threatened to
cut off more than $10 million in block grants targeted for hurricane recovery in St.
Bernard Parish, La. Civil rights advocates had accused the parish of trying to keep out
African Americans by restricting rentals. That same month, the department rejected
Texas' proposal to use $1.7 billion in block grant funds for hurricane repairs, in part
because of civil rights concerns.
Meanwhile, a series of government studies documented the extent to which the law's
requirements had been ignored.
A 2009 internal HUD study found that many
communities were not even bothering to complete
the required fair housing paperwork when they
applied for block grants. In a sample of 70
applicants, 35 had not provided an "analysis of
impediments" to fair housing, prompting HUD to
conclude that they were "apparently not performed
at all." Nearly all of the reports received were
considered substandard, the review found.
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A year later, investigators from the
Government Accountability Office
confirmed what civil rights advocates had
long known: HUD's system for ensuring
compliance with the fair housing law was a
sham.

HUD Secretary Shaun Donovan testifies on Capitol Hill on
May 8, 2012. After President Obama tapped the affordable
housing advocate, top HUD officials began publicly talking
about segregation for the first time in years. (Win
McNamee/Getty Images)

GAO officials reviewed documents filed by 441 recipients of block grants, a step HUD
officials do not routinely take.
They found that about one-third of the fair housing materials were out of date. More
than one in 10 hadn't been updated since the '90s. Communities in the Midwest and
Northeast — the most-segregated regions of the country — performed the worst.
The GAO dismissed the analyses of impediments to fair housing that some communities
provided as worthless because of their "brevity and lack of content." Most did not offer
time frames for when the communities would eliminate barriers to integration or
include the required signatures of the relevant elected officials.
Investigators noted that 25 recipients of block grants had filed no analysis, "raising
questions about whether some jurisdictions may be receiving federal funds without
preparing the documents required to demonstrate that they have taken steps to
affirmatively further fair housing."
According to the GAO, HUD staffers in seven regions had read the key documents for
just 17 of 275 block grant recipients. Efforts to ensure "the integrity of the AI
process...were not common," the report said.
The GAO made a number of recommendations. But HUD didn't even adopt the simplest
one: to require that grantees submit their analysis of impediments for HUD to review.
In interviews, many HUD officials acknowledged they have no idea how to enforce the
provision for affirmatively furthering fair housing. Already overstretched, they focus on
what is clear: the disability accommodations provision of the Fair Housing Act. It's
simple, they say, to check off whether an apartment door is wide enough for a
wheelchair or if a parking lot has enough handicapped spots.
But compliance officers stumble when it comes to race and segregation.
One said she received little training on how to apply the 1968 act to block grant
recipients. "The one week of training I was sent to, you focus on the civil rights law as a
whole," she said. "You're not focused per se on segregation." The official said she did not
review broader issues such as the impact of discriminatory zoning "because I don't even
know what they are."
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Rolando Alvarado supervised fair housing enforcement for HUD in New Jersey for
more than a decade. When asked to define "affirmatively furthering fair housing," he
exhaled and then paused. Ten seconds passed.
"That is tricky. There is no exact regulation, it's a gray area," said Alvarado, who retired
in 2009. "I've never seen anything that clearly defines that in my time at HUD."
Alvarado said he relied on his staff to ensure enforcement of the mandate. But how
could his subordinates enforce something he himself could not explain?
"You are right. I don't know," he said. "It was reliance on if staff had conducted enough
investigations and compliance reviews they would have an inkling of what to look for."
Alvarado said he could not recall a single instance in which he challenged a
community's assertions about its efforts to further fair housing. When it comes to these
issues, he said, "You are basically taking them at their word."
After the Westchester settlement, in which the judge criticized the department for
failing to enforce the law, the word came down from HUD leaders that there should not
be a recurrence. Officials say that directive was not accompanied by any training,
additional staff or instructions on what practices should be examined.
"The message is that we need to be more aggressive but absent the new rule, there is
very little guidance as to what would constitute a failure to affirmatively further fair
housing," said a senior fair housing official. "There's a car here and nobody knows how
to drive it."
Trasvina promised Congress in January 2010 that by the end of the year the agency
would release a rule requiring communities that receive money from the agency to
"promote integration." More than two years later, those regulations have not been
issued. HUD has declined to say when they might appear or give a reason for the delay.
The focus of HUD's civil rights work appears to have veered away from race. In March,
the department issued a rule banning discrimination against gay and transgender
people in HUD-assisted housing and by lenders receiving guarantees from the Federal
Housing Authority.
Asked what they are doing to fulfill the Fair Housing Act's mandates, HUD officials
pointed to Joliet, Ill., where HUD has withheld block grant funds over the city's attempt
to demolish a mostly black federally subsidized apartment complex. HUD also has
withheld block grant money from Westchester County, which the Justice Department
says has failed to live up to the terms of its settlement agreement.
Brian Sullivan, a spokesman for the housing agency, said in an email that HUD "very
nearly" cut off block grant money for Galveston, Texas, and threatened to do so in
Delaware's Sussex County.
But other communities with serious questions about fair housing continue to receive
federal housing dollars, and fair housing officials say the agency still brushes civil rights
concerns aside. One senior housing official pointed to New Orleans, which hasn't lost its
block grant despite the Department of Justice lawsuit. "If that's not enough to reject a
grantees' funding," he said. "Any finding from the fair housing office will not ever be
sufficient."
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Another example is Waukesha County, Wisc. HUD launched an investigation of the 90
percent-white county last year following a complaint from a fair housing group. The
group accused the county of allowing its nearly all-white communities to block rental
housing to keep out African Americans and Latinos from neighboring Milwaukee.
African Americans and Latinos account for 57 percent of the city's population.
Yet the agency treats Waukesha County no differently from racially integrated
Montgomery County, which has a 30-year track record of placing affordable housing in
its most prosperous neighborhoods. Waukesha still receives its automatic influx of
HUD dollars.
"It is fair to say, it is accurate to say, that the only situation in which HUD is doing
anything effectively to affirmatively further fair housing are situations where there has
been litigation," said Florence Wagman Roisman, a law professor at Indiana University.
"Then it does as little as possible, as grudgingly as possible."
Prospects for substantial change appear dim.
Obama administration officials say that if the president is re-elected, they will complete
work on the long-delayed rules defining what it means to "affirmatively further fair
housing."
At a private fundraising event in Florida in April, Mitt Romney said he would consider
closing down HUD if he wins the election.
"I'm going to take a lot of departments in Washington, and agencies, and combine
them," he said. "Things like Housing and Urban Development, which my dad was head
of, that might not be around later."
Have you experienced discrimination under the Fair Housing Act? Share
your story with us.
ProPublica's Kirsten Berg contributed to this story.
Follow @nhannahjones
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Wayne R

Oct. 29, 10:36 a.m.

An excellent report.
I do worry that the effort to have affordable housing is part of the reason why poverty was able to
proliferate in urban cities. Providing cheap housing seems more like a patch than it does a fix. Many
families in cheap housing become stuck in that situation because it becomes a mindset rather than a
safety net.
George Romney’s ideas are honorable. At a time when segregation was practically law he saw through
race and realized that separate but equal wasn’t working and the tension would not go away. If people
really want to be equal they will have to live with each other and not against each other (in my opinion).

Reilly Morse

Oct. 29, 11:25 a.m.

The reporter overlooked the fact that HUD also pushed Mississippi to commit $132 million more to
hurricane housing repair for over 4,000 households, in part on civil rights concerns. Although housing
advocates sued HUD, it was HUD who helped advocates to push Mississippi for a broader commitment.
More than half of those receiving repairs are African American. Good job, HUD.

http://www.nytimes.com/2010/11/16/us/16mississippi.html

ibsteve2u

Oct. 29, 12:55 p.m.

I personally think the biggest setback to civil rights in this nation was inequitable free trade. People get
mean when it’s tougher to get a job, for in a capitalistic society money is not just power, it is survival.
They also become susceptible to the inevitable “look out for your own” argument (which applies to race,
religion, and…politics - remember McCain saying Powell should have endorsed the Republican no matter
what?).
And the ability to give out - and take away - jobs becomes a kind of power in a job-starved environment…
people become petty tyrants…latent racism blossoms in such fertile conditions. The availability of jobs and the disparity in hiring practices - further accelerates segregation by ensuring that some are simply
unable to afford housing except in particular areas…
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I despise the Republicans and the neoliberals for inequitable free trade…for not allowing all of us to
become ever more used to each other at work…at school…at home…at play.
America is us; all of us. To me, inequitable free trade was a part of a broader assault upon the American
people. It is my opinion that the right and neoliberals ever seek to use “Divide, and conquer.” against us;
they are well aware that all of our petty issues can be amplified by economic stress…and economic stress
is a lever that we - by permitting voodoo economics, deregulation, and inequitable free trade - have given
the few who are the right - who are the puppet masters of the Republicans and neoliberals - control of.
Now they can play at “Divide, and conquer.” to their heart’s content. And they do. Most unfortunate for
We, the People - for they have small and bitter hearts, indeed; although they know full well that they have
eliminated many of America’s jobs, they now seek to eliminate the government programs that provide the
American people with an alternative to dying.
That is murder by proxy.

James Bowen

Oct. 29, 1:15 p.m.

Reagan came to power based on his opposition to fair housing.

carolyn

Oct. 29, 1:56 p.m.

Excellent article. Thanks! You’ve hit the very center of why, in this country, a level playing field for all our
citizens doesn’t exist.
From the beginnings of the Fair Housing Act I’ve always believed the prohibition for realtors to act as
“block busters” was going to impede access to fair housing. Decreased property values would only occur if
“whites” actually did take flight - thus they brought on their own demise if they cut and run.
For three decades I taught in a suburban mixed blue collar/middle income area. Student population went
from almost all white to now about an equal mix of brown/black/white. This change created the opportunity
for our students to embrace, tolerate, better understand, (accept) our nation’s diversity - and has made my
heart happy!
Decreased property values? Our bank caused economic collapse took care of that, no matter our color or
location!

Howard Gillette

Oct. 29, 2:36 p.m.

I can attest to George Romney’s commitment. As president of the liberal Republican advocacy and policy
organization, the Ripon Society, in the early 1970s, I presented Gov. Romney our Republican of the Year
award in Detroit in 1971 precisely for this reason. In his run for president in 2008 Mitt tried to draw on
some of his father’s luster as a supporter of equal opportunity by reporting that he joined him in civil rights
marches in the 1960s. I don’t believe he has made any such claims since. The son’s record speaks for
itself, as does the father’s.

ibsteve2u

Oct. 29, 4:13 p.m.

@Howard Gillete: It is bizarre to me that the thunder and lightning is always aimed at the children of
America’s poor and disadvantaged when it is the children of America’s wealthy who so often fail the
nation.
And always - always - it is the latter who are hurling that thunder and lightning at the former.

clarence swinney

Oct. 29, 5:03 p.m.
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OBAMA FAILED LAW ENFORCEMENT
There have been many convictions on Housing Fraud but penalties are fines and petty cash types.
Federal regulators pursued Small fry not Senior Mangers who did so much long term damage to this
nation. Could it be pal to pal campaign donations.
In the 1980’s S&L crimes 3700 got prison time.
The current Residential Mortgage Backed Securities Task Force needs help.
The Student Loan Industry has been loaded with servicers misapplying payments, giving borrowers bad
advice and reporting incorrect information to credit bureaus.
We need action. Big time action. We will never get it out of Wall Street Romney.

HUD GUY

Oct. 29, 8:55 p.m.

This article is incredible but omits at least one important fact: In 1988 the Fair Housing Act was amended
to, among other things, remove the cap on damage awards and endow the department with enforcement
power, to prosecute violations of discrimination in the private market. So HUD isn’t as feckless against
discriminators in the private market that this article would make it seem; not nearly so.
Furthermore, the article ignores the fact that the very real threat of the suspension of funding has often
worked as a successful deterrent to grantees that would otherwise be in violation of their civil rights
obligations.
Finally, the reality is that withholding millions of dollars from struggling units of local government—money
that would go to a myriad of activities such as homeless care and supportive housing—would be a tough
pill to swallow. I think this article fails to sufficiently consider that side of the coin.

Tom Cusack

Oct. 30, 12:09 p.m.

Less timely (published in 1995) but longer book with similar coverage of topic
Housing Segregation in Suburban America Since 1960
http://www.amazon.com/Housing-Segregation-Suburban-America-since/dp/0521548276

Carol Achtman

Oct. 30, 4:43 p.m.

Too bad George Romney did not put more time and effort into instilling his values in his children.

Filthy McNasty

Oct. 30, 9:42 p.m.

I find it amazing that because no one can dispute my previously stated mysteriously deleted
comment(which by the way had no racial epithets)with any facts. You liberal panty-waists can easily take
away my freedom of speech.
You must surely be afraid of the truth in what I said. Pathetic Bullsh_t!!

Jeremy Gray

Oct. 31, 10:19 a.m.

Thank you for this insightful and well-researched article. As a consultant who assists cities and counties
with their Analyses of Impediments and requirements to “affirmatively further fair housing”, it bears
mentioning that the same political motivations that hamper HUD’s enforcement of the Fair Housing Act are
frequently at work at the local level as well. Mayors, county commissioners, and other local elected officials
are loathe to sign or even formally acknowledge a report identifying impediments to fair housing choice in
their jurisdictions, both because they do not want to draw attention to the problems and because they do
not want to be accountable for taking affirmative actions to remedy the problems, some of which may be
beyond the local government’s control.
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That HUD requires grant recipients to self-identify and report their fair housing impediments is flawed from
the outset. This is a responsibility that ought to be vested in an impartial investigative party above the
influence of local politics; maybe something akin to an Inspector General.

Craig Hill

Oct. 31, 8:20 p.m.

The salient comment on Obama’s committment to ending racist housing impediments can be found 12
paragraphs from the article’s end:
“Trasvina promised Congress in January 2010 that by the end of the year the agency would release a rule
requiring communities that receive money from the agency to “promote integration.” More than two years
later, those regulations have not been issued. HUD has declined to say when they might appear or give a
reason for the delay.”
Not that Romney would be any better; he would be worse, desiring to kill HUD altogether. But with him at
least you know clearly who the enemy of justice is. With Obama, for most, his lying promises successfully
keep that fact covered up.
Until we can overcome the duopoly’s obstacles to a national progressive party appearing on the ballot of
every state, with candidates to fill its ballot lines, which i propose be called the “Kill the Two Parties Party”,
nothing will improve and everything will continually get worse.

Cindy Walsh

Nov. 1, 1:50 p.m.

Well, I think you need to come at this front another direction.
When Reagan/Thatcher made the decision to return to empire building by going with free-market global
economies they put into place a number of societal changes to meet that goal. One was of course the
deregulation of banks, but less noticeable was the need to move all corporate/wealth from suburbs to the
cities. So, policy surrounding urban housing was all about moving the poor/minorities out of the cities and
moving the affluent/corporations into the cities. That was why vouchers sent the poor out to other
neighborhoods and the huge housing projects were incrementally shut down….although they needed to
be….with nothing replacing them. Clinton moved that agenda along with Welfare Reform which worked to
keep the poor so poor as to have no independence and allowed a education reform that allowed the best
schools in the world become the worst. The subprime mortgage fraud took a great leap by targeting
working class homeowners in urban Enterprise Zones…those communities slated to be affluent…..and
today’s education reform is using charter schools to move poor children out and affluent in to the city.
Police brutality and community policing that criminalizes loitering and harassment pushed the poor harder
to leave the cities.
So now, the urban HUD is all about taking these now blighted underserved communities and turn them
affluent by buying and selling large parcels of housing to developers with master plans that allow 20 poor
families per new neighborhood.
This is the history of urban housing from the Reagan years on and it is pitiful.

Michael P Herndon

Nov. 5, 2:44 p.m.

Wow, so very revealing. It makes one feel angry, sad, helpless and targeted all at once.
We must insure that President Obama continues this battle and wins this war for ALL of America’s benefit.

Just Saying

Nov. 5, 4:12 p.m.

Humans naturally segregate and sort themselves into groups. Nobody should be forced to live amongst
people they don’t want to be near.
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ibsteve2u

Nov. 5, 5:37 p.m.

lollll…nice, “just saying”. You can always move, of course.
Just saying.

Just Saying

Nov. 6, 1:41 p.m.

Conveniently missing from this article is how Asians manage to seamlessly integrate into this big, bad, evil
white society while native blacks and hispanics struggle with their perpetual victimhood and blame whitey
for all their problems.
James Bowen: “Reagan came to power based on his opposition to fair housing.”
LOL Reagan came to power because Carter was a weak leader and man, on both the national and
international front.
Carol Achtman: “Too bad George Romney did not put more time and effort into instilling his values in his
children.”
Really? Do you have any proof that Mitt Romney worked against his father’s values? Or are you basing
your ignorant opinion on the usual MSNBC slander and falsehoods?
ibsteve2u: “You can always move, of course.”
Why would I move from my great neighborhood?
The question is: why would liberal policy makers want to move people who grew up in a culture of poverty
into a tony, elite, middle-class neighborhood whose values and culture they simply do not share?
If government is going to force integration wouldn’t it make more sense to move middle-class blacks into
middle-class white areas, instead of pretending that ghetto trash share any kind of value system with the
upper middle-classes?

Craig Hill, not a
coward hiding my
identity

Nov. 6, 4:12 p.m.

“Just sprayin”, suck that little thing back up your racist panties. The big bad evil caucasoid racist society
you’re a proud racist part of segregated the Chinese for decades and kept them down economically until
they were released from your racist prison by changing the laws which instead allowed them to live
anywhere they want, dumkopf.
Mexicans haven’t been defrauded of their property by white US theft?? You’re either a liar or just plain ol
dumb.
Reagan DID campaign AGAINST changing housing restrictions, child, too young and fool to know better,
If you could read you’d have read how Mitt’s dad had a monopoly on the sense of justice in that horrible
family.
And it’s all about discrimination against type, moron. Like i wouldn’t allow dangerous idiots like you near a
school, Some of your stupidity might rub off.

Ron

Nov. 6, 5 p.m.

The paragraph with the analysis by John Logan of Brown University saddens me, yet I am not surprised:
the neighborhood (replete with tract after tract of suburban single-family housing) of New Orleans where
most of the upper tier of black society lives has always had more crime and less economic success than
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white neighborhoods. This was true even before Katrina.

ibsteve2u

Nov. 6, 5:29 p.m.

@“Just Saying”, who emoted: Why would I move from my great neighborhood?
Why, read your own comments with a dispassionate eye and the reason should be perfectly obvious: In
order to make your great neighborhood a little bit better, of course.

Ron

Nov. 6, 5:38 p.m.

@Craig Hill Mexicans haven’t been defrauded of their property by white US theft??
It’s call conquest. Stronger tribes have been rolling over weaker tribes since the dawn of humanity. To
whine about a war lost 170 years ago is foolish.

ibsteve2u

Nov. 8, 6:56 p.m.

lolllll…I always like it when somebody says something like “Ron” just said.
I figure when we get tired of tolerating the greed of the few, we’ll just flip that argument around, point to
the various revolutions of the past, and say “It’s called precedent.”.

Ron

Nov. 8, 8:26 p.m.

@ibsteve2u point to the various revolutions of the past, and say “It’s called precedent.”.
Peasant uprisings are almost as old as peasantry, so sorry to disappoint you by agreeing with you.

Craig Hill

Nov. 8, 11:37 p.m.

@ “Ron” >To whine about a war lost 170 years ago is foolish.<
So when you’re defeated in a conquest, you’ll applaud and defend your defeat by the “stronger tribe”?
Spare me your dispassionate pseudo-Darwinism. Otherwise, you’d never waste time arguing, because
your logic is easily defeated. .It’s not about some war in a dusty history book, it’s an ongoing hatred on
both ends because of that theft. It’s a living conflict. This election’s numbers are unveiling the Mexican
comeback, which because of their lack of birth control is re-populating the SW and beyond, in growth the
White Anglo Party can’t match. Mexicans in the US went up 2% in the last 4 years, while non-Hispanic
whites fell 5% in the last 4 years. At some point this century, the two groups will intersect and Mexicans
will be back in the majority in their old territories. It’s like Northern Ireland: One more generation and the
Catholics will be in the majority, and can vote the Anglos out by dissolving their ties and re-merging with
the rest of Eire. Here, it will take longer, but that’s the unmistable trend. That’s the war Mexicans are
slowly winning.

Ron

Nov. 8, 11:52 p.m.

@“Craig Hil” I agree with you completely.
Many Anglos are fighting this trend, but are roundly denounced in the media and schools as insensitive,
unfeeling, uncaring racists.
I think it’s because there is a significant segment of The Left that wants the US destroyed so that we can
be just like sainted Mexico and Cuba, but have no definitive proof.
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Craig Hill

Nov. 9, 12:17 a.m.

The many Anglos fighting it wil lose, which Darwinianistically is all that matters. The US that you
characterize as being “destroyed” is actually merely in the same state of flux that changed it from Inidan to
Anglo and Mexican to Anglo, now being reversed. The first settlers’ reign was what was destroyed, and
brutally, by European invaders.
The good news is the numbers trend doesn’t lie, The Anglo US is finished, and its defenders are
dinosaurs undergoing the self-extinction of eventual exodus. It’s just a matter of time.

Craig Hill

Nov. 9, 12:22 a.m.

The many Anglos fighting it wil lose, which Darwinianistically is all that matters. The US that you
characterize as being “destroyed” is actually merely in the same state of flux that changed it from Indian to
Anglo and Mexican to Anglo, now being reversed. The first settlers’ cultures were what was destroyed,
and brutally, by European invaders.
The good news is the numbers trend doesn’t lie, The Anglo US is finished, and its defenders are
dinosaurs undergoing the self-extinction of eventual exodus. It’s just a matter of time.

Ron

Nov. 9, 12:29 a.m.

@“Craig Hill” The aborigines and Mexicans fought hard against the Anglos; let the Anglos fight hard
against the Mexicans.
(Note that I think that the aborigines couldn’t win, but the Mexicans might have won if they’d had
competent leadership; Anglos can win if they ever get a backbone.)
BTW: why are you so down on Darwinism? Tell me you’re not an Evangelical!

ibsteve2u

Nov. 9, 2:23 a.m.

OUCH….askimet bit me.

ibsteve2u

Nov. 9, 2:33 a.m.

I started laughing when I read the comments about the Anglos fleeing America. Some folks just can’t
handle the concept of “the melting pot”...gotta hold onto that “separate and unequal”.
I guess - for somebody whose ancestors actually did come from England a couple hundred years ago - I’m
a lucky “Anglo”: I was in bumf…uh, the boonies of southeast Asia by the time I was 18, and spent most of
the next six years someplace in Asia. I didn’t notice color in my unit, and didn’t notice color in the
indigenous populations, either.
Sure did notice friendly or not, though. Same rule I follow in America, now. Those white guys who run the
Republicans? Both in front of the cameras in Congress and behind the money? They ain’t friendlies.
Nope….when they speak, they lie. When they get power, they sell the American people out. And it don’t
matter what color American you are, either - they sell all of you out. lollll…but they sure got you fooled into
staring at each other’s skins while they’re stealing your futures.
Sad, really. The election may be over…but the cracks that Fox and Friends been gnawing away at? Still
there.

Ron

Nov. 9, 2:37 a.m.
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@ibsteve2u: but they sure got you fooled into staring at each other’s skins
That’s the only part you’re wrong about. Race baiting is the left-wing tactic.

ibsteve2u

Nov. 9, 11:23 a.m.

@Ron…
http://www.tnr.com/blog/plank/109776/racebaiting-and-white-boards-fox-news-election-night

Ron

Nov. 9, 12:03 p.m.

@ibsteve2u By Noreen Malone (writer of that tnr article) assuming that the only people who want “stuff”
are black, you made my point for me. Thanks!
More left-wing race baiting:
http://www.realclearpolitics.com/video/2011/08/16/msnbcs_ed_schultz_selectively_edits_video_to_make_perr

ibsteve2u

Nov. 9, 1:56 p.m.

lolll…you’re deluding yourself, “Ron”...rejecting those bits of reality that do not promise to yield immediate
self-gratification. Very Randian. To quote from the link I gave - which is doing nothing but quoting the
dialog of Fox:
There, as everywhere, it was mostly a waiting game. “We have to wait and see how many white men
turn out<b>,” Kristen [sic] Powers said.
Results began to come in that were unfavorable to Romney. Powers revised her urgency. “<b>They
need more white people voting, basically.
”
Kirsten Powers is Caucasian, needless to say…and is carefully represented as presenting a “liberal”
perspective
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kirsten_Powers
...except, “curiously enough”, she usually doesn’t.
mediamatters.org/blog/2012/10/10/foxs-kirsten-powers-hypocritical-outrage/190525
She’s apparently so very…illusive…that people have a bit of a problem with her given name. Note the
same mistake repeated here:
gawker.com/5958343/fox-news-election-night-coverage-their-words-may-say-romney-but-their-faces-sayobama
But back to the topic at hand: Nice try, though…the big, bold “Thanks!”...what do they call that? An
attempt to snatch victory out of the jaws of defeat?

ibsteve2u

Nov. 9, 2 p.m.

This is a test. This is only a test. Am I slipping with my HTML tags, or is ProPublica playing at
filters with the askimet API?

ibsteve2u

Nov. 9, 2:03 p.m.

Guess that answered that. I should compose off-line…but egads, I’m pedantic enough already.
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Craig Hill

Nov. 9, 3:08 p.m.

RON: Anglos DO fight, that’s what their racist attacks ARE. I am not against Darwin, evangelicals are
stoopid, i am against the neanderthal mischaracterization of Darwin as “survival of the fittest” which is
DarwinIANism, ck my post using that spelling.
ibSteve, NO, the Anglos are not going to flee America, they ARE going to become THE MINORITY in the
SW US because oodles of them already ARE fleeing to distant suburbs and states AWAY from the coming
majority of Hispanics in the SW. Race baiting will be revved up, but the NUMBERS of whites reacting
AND VOTING because of it is dropping. When racists lose twice to a black man, their power and influence
has diminshed. The Confederacy and Midwestern attitudes are finished FINALLY as the superior political
force in the US. Wait till Texas goes moderate! Coming!

Craig Hill

Nov. 9, 3:14 p.m.

SORRY correction, Anglos are going to become the minority POWER in the SW—-Mexicans will continue
to join with other minorities and progressive whites to doiminate national politics together as a coalition.

ibsteve2u

Nov. 9, 5:46 p.m.

Me, I don’t give a rat’s bumpkiss who runs what…as long as that individual is the best man or woman for
the job, and that man or woman does the best job they can in the fairest manner possible.
lollll…and I won’t envy them, either. Been there, done that…actually trying to do a good job and be fair to
people….that’s a lot of work.
(That, I think, is why so many of America’s current generation of CEOs like offshoring: They’re incredibly
lazy. When they offshore, they don’t have to manage people, at all. They get to sit on their butts collecting
incredible paychecks for, essentially, yakking on the phone and writing emails.)

Craig Hill

Nov. 9, 8:44 p.m.

And here i thought the reason the “current generation” of CEOs like outsourcing, not offshoring (which
refers to where CEOs park their money to avoid all taxation while they bribe their congressmen to give
them millions in taxpayer subsidies), is because they don’t have to pay Americans a livable wage to make
their widget when they outsource the work, they only have to pay slave wages and pocket the immense
difference as sheer profit. Doncha think??

ibsteve2u

Nov. 11, 1:09 a.m.

Is true, I was being facetious…the rationale is actually primarily as you say…the artificial difference in
wages, a percentage of which they can pocket.
But there are two other reasons; the lazy factor that I mentioned: they can escape the work of managing
people. And, of course, the fact that the boost to the bottom line resulting from artificially cheaper labor
hides the growing incompetence of American management.
But that won’t last…you see, we transferred production…but we also transferred the technology of mass
production…training local labor to maintain that technology is all it takes to ensure they can step up to
learning all other technology. lollll…you run and maintain the production machines, before long you figure
out what they’re making and how to make what ever it is is better. Before long, America’s designers…
engineers…executives..owners…they’re superfluous..overhead…competition…eliminated. Particularly if
you don’t find America’s patent laws to be particularly…burdensome.
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There is a feedback loop between consumer/designer/R&D/engineer/production that keeps corporations
and nations at the top of the heap. Our CEO class - driven by Wall Street and their mutual greed decided to break it. Too bad, so sad for them…
For us.
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